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REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMISSION ON THE NECES-
SARIES OF LIFE, RELATIVE TO THE RECENT RISES IN
THE PRICE OF GASOLINE IN THIS COMMONWEALTH.

Room 313, State House, Boston, April 30, 1924.

To the Honorable, the General Court of Massachusetts:
In response to the Order of the General Court dated February 21st:
That the special Commission on the Necessaries of Life is hereby requested to investi-gate the recent rises in the price of gasoline in this Commonwealth, and report to the

General Court on or before May first, such facts concerning said rises in price, togetherwith the causes therefor, as it may be able to determine. The said commission shall
also make such recommendations as in its opinion will remedy any abuses which it mayfind to exist.

and pursuant to the authority contained in Chapter 99, Acts of 1924, effectiveMarch 14, 1924, the Special Commission on the Necessaries of Life respectfullysubmits the following report.
E. C. HULTMAN, Chairman,
CHARLES H. ADAMS,
ADNAH NEYHART,

C&e Commontoealtl) ot S@asgacf)usetts.

Commissioners,
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pe op Investigation
The reasons for therises in the price of gasoline in Januarycan only be determined

by a study of the petroleum industry. For the purposes of this investigation theCommission has drawn on such sources of informationas the time and funds avail-able allowed.
W1While the future production of oil is problematical, the past and present pro-duction is a matter of record. The per capita consumption of crude oil in the United

at 2\ barrels per annum; last year there was a dis-
tribution of about 6 barrels of crude oil per capita in this count

In making this study and investigati the Commission has received the co-
the oil trade ini

The Con- held a public hearing at the State House on March 24tl
Reprt)ply and price ot gasolm

ributors were invited t i be present and give testimony as .to the
anuary. The prepared statement
if Massachusetts.important factors in the gasoline trade of Massachusetts, are attached hereto

implete stenographic record of the testimony given at this hearin:
the records of the Commissi'is on file wit

The Commission visited each of the three refineries located in Massachui
ng era

To obtain information in regard to the retail distribution of gasoline, the Com-
thousand publiutt

in M nan
Weights an' Measures. Information was sought inco-operation ot beaters ot Weights and

regard to th rices paid for gasoline and practices prevailing in its distribution.
A copy of t is form of questionnaire is appended. (Exhibit B

■elatStatistics relative to crude oil production, distribution and stocks on han
obtained from the United States ( Survey. Similar information

asolin Mines. Reports of the Department of
Comn were considered. Information was also

Federal Trade Commission and other States where investigations
relative to gasoline are being m

Trade and financial publications were examined. Complaints brought to the;ial publication " •
x- o

iolation of our laws in the distri-attention of the Commission alleged l

whobution of gasoline were investigated. Co-operation was reque
have made charges publicly in regard to alleged abuses in the;d abuses in the petroleum industry
However, some of these parties were lie or unwilling to furnish the Commissionwe
with specific r information

Iso the source of much dataThe fuel r icords of the Commission wer

General Con ,iDEr

I depends upon the price of crude oil,The price of
which is the fu
transportation

line over, a long pe
idustry. At the present time adequateiduct of th' i

in facilities and sufficient refining capacity exist to supply the require-
-3 consumers of gasoline. Therefore, the Commission submits a briefmsumers of gasoline. Therefore,

crude oil and gasoline
in the price of oil took

summary of production, distribution a id stocks c
the recent

n
in this country to January, 1924, when

h(

The United States is the principal producer and user of oil. In 1923we produced
about 72% of the world’s total output. Our oil deposits have been discovered and
developed by that genius of individual initiative, which h 1 so great a part
in the phenomenal growth of this countr

Crude oil production differs greatly from the production of other commodities.
Furthermore, this part of the oil industry is as highly speculative as the product

Oil.
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is volatile. Wherever a prospector believes that oil underlies the surface, if he can
obtain the necessary money, a hole is drilled into the ground to a depth ot from 1,500
to 5,000 feet. The cost of drilling oil wells ranges from about $lO,OOO to over

§lOO,OOO.
, „ „, u , ... „ ...

Much of the production of crude oil results from so-called wud-cattmg , that
is from an individual or a group who buy or lease land in an oil-bearmg section amd

1 “wild-catting”, that

■ll it to thedrill for oil. If oil is struck, it is generally
and marketing interests. Thus the large companies avoid much of the risk incident
to the search for oil. ,

4 study of the table given below clearly shows that the producing end
industry has been able to procure a sufficient quantity of new oil each yet

the rapidly increasing demand for this commodity:

(

The enormously rapid growth in the
resulted in a complete revolution of the p
few years ago, gasoline was a minor by-

use of internal combustion
■troleum industry. Only a comparatively
iroduct with kerosene and lubricating oil

the foundation upon which the petroleum industry was built. Gasoline is now the
predominant product of petroleum. The petroleum industry realizes on the sale

from the total sales of all of the remainingof gasoline substantially as much money
products.

Ordinarily twice as much gasoline is consumed in a Summer month as in a Winter
month. Gasoline is expensive to store over a long period. However, the science

Exhibit C fc

Crude Oil United States—in Barrels of 42 Gallon

Both the supplv of and demand for crude oil have increased over 160% in tl
last ten years. The accumulation of visible crude oil stocks in storage show that
in the last few years much more cr
tributed. .

Usually about 90% of our crude oil supply comes from what is called settled
v. o c+ocirltr flnwr W Vipn now nv ? fluidsproduction, or from wells which have a steady flow. W

.0% required, this sunare found that bring in more than
price of crude oil, or it must be withheld from the market. Be
have had an influence on oil prices during the last few years. Last

s practically demoralized the oil m
atively few years the great pools of i

flush production from the California field
Many geologists claim that in a compar ,i

ilyoil in the United States will be exh
This pithe demand for oil by extracting it from si

>r European countries. Others contend
derlaid by tremendous oil basins, similar

developed in England, Germany and ot
that a large part of the United States is i
to our coal deposits, and a sufficient sup period of tir

with little or no surface indications canforecasts in regard to underground deposit
only be considered as intelligent eue
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of refining crude oil into gasoline has now progressed to such an extent thatby theso-called “cracking process” as much as 50% of some crude oils can be turned intogasoline. Formerly, only from 10% to 20% of gasoline was taken out of crude oil.Quality of crude oil and efficiency of the refinery largely determines the amount ofgasoline which is made. Another interesting fact is that the refinery capacity of
the country is now sufficient to supply currently the maximum demandfor gasoline
that has so far occurred.

The number of automobiles registered is used as a barometer of prospective
consumption of gasoline in this country. According to the automobile industry,
registrations for the forty-eight states and the District of Columbia have been;

Number ot IncmaBe °'?b Pri>
Vt,.„ Registrations ceding Year.
IEAH - in United

States. Number. Per Cent.

1913 1,248,056 237,657 24

1918 6,105,974 1,113,822 22
1919 7,596,503 1,490,529 24
1920 9,206,510 1,610,007 21
1921 10,505,630 1,299,120 14
1922 12,364,377 1,858,747 18
1923 15,281,295 2,916,918 24

There were over 12 times as many motor vehicles registered in this country last
year as in 1913.

Although the amount of production, distribution and stocks on hand of gasoline
are not as fundamental as in regard to crude oil, they are important and must be
considered:

Gasoline United States in Gallons. 1

T)_i,Domestic On Hand
Year. pi„c Tmnnrte Distribution Stocks at Endrius imports. Pius Exports of Per io(P

1918 3,583,212,313 3,698,142,163 297,326,983
1919 3,966,377,266 3,816,910,818 446,793,431
1920 4,923,024,806 4,907,436,400 462,381,837
1921 5,191,365,322 5,067,660,027 586,087,132
1922 6,264,367,264 5,966,661,535 883,792,861
1923 7,747,258,683 7,556,151,894 1,074.899,650

It isevident from the above figures that not only has the yearly supply of gasoline
been sufficient to take care of the rapid increase in demand, but in the last few
years large stocks have been put in storage, as has occurred in the case of crude oil.

Recent Rises in the Price of Gasoline.

The large and dominant companies determine the “posted price” of crude oil
and its twin, the “tank wagon price ”of gasoline in Massachusetts. Smaller factors
in the trade generally base their prices upon those established by the larger com-
panies.

On January 1, 1924, the retail price of gasoline to consumers in Massachusetts
was 17i per gallon; January 16th, the price was raised to January 23rd, it
went to and on January 30th, a further increase was made to 22Jf$ per gallon.
These rises in the retail price of gasoline went into effect practically simultaneously
at all filling stations in the Commonwealth, following increases of a similar amount
in the “tank wagon price”.

Exhibit D for more detailed figures,
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There is attached hereto (Exhibit E) a list of the retail prices of gasoline in April,
1924, in some of the principal cities of the United States and Canada.

Even though much of the gasoline refined and distributed in Massachusetts
comes from Mexican and California oils, the “posted price” of crude oil in the mid-
continent field is generally regarded as the price barometer for practically all of
the oil produced. On January 9, 1924, the so-called “posted price” of a typical
mid-continent crude was increased from $l.OO a barrel (42 gallons) to $1.50; on
January 19th, the price was raised to $1.75 a barrel; on February 2nd, another
raise was made to $2.00 a barrel; and, on February Bth, the present price of $2.25
a barrel was established.

In considering the recent rises in the retail price of gasoline in Massachusetts,
the conditions in the oil industry last year must be considered, when violent market
eruptions took place in the oil trade.

Dire predictions of an impending crude oil shortage were widely broadcasted in
the early part of 1923. Extreme good fortune, however, favored the oil drillers
and the pessimistic predictions of the oil trade were soon shown to be wrong. The
new production from the large fields that were found not only maintained but
also further increased the supply of oil in storage.

From a “posted price” of $l.BO a barrel on the first of January, 1923, the price
of a typical mid-continent oil went to $2.40 a barrel in February and March. In
the same period the retail price of gasoline in Massachusetts increased from 24^
to 27c a gallon.

By September the “posted price” of the typical mid-continent crude oil had
dropped to $1.30 a barrel; in November, a further cut was made to $l.OO a barrel;
and no other change was recorded until January, 1924. In September the retail
price of gasoline in Massachusetts was 21jf a gallon, 18p a gallon in October; and
17ff a gallon in November, which was the price prevailing when the rises began
last January.

From this brief history of the “posted price” of crude oil and the retail price of
gasoline which followed changes in the “tank wagon price”, it is evident that fluc-
tuations up and down in the case of the crude oil commodity were more marked
than for gasoline, the manufactured product.

Oil Refixer,

The wide and sudden changes in the “posted price” of crude oil apparently
resulted in a high mortality rate among the so-called Independent refiners. State-
ments are made that some 200 out of about 400 refiners in the mid-continent dis-
trict were forced to shut down or became insolvent in 1923.

There are three oil refineries located in Massachusetts which sell their product to
large distributing companies, jobbers, or through their own subsidiary organiza-
tions direct to the consumers.. The prices at which theserefineries sell their gasoline
show a wide variation. Most of the crude oil run through these refineries is pur-
chased in the open market, and, therefore, its cost is susceptible to fluctuations in
the “posted price” of crude oil.

The New' England Oil Refining Company, located at Fall River, has the largestplant in Massachusetts. A large part of its oil supply comes from Mexico and
California.

The Beacon Oil Company, located at Everett, is a subsidiary of the Massachusetts
Gas Companies and distributes a part of its gasoline production through filling
stations under its control. Much of the crude oil supply of this concern also comes
from Mexico.

The Cities Service Refining Company’s plant, located at Braintree, was takenover by this Company about a year ago. This refinery so far has only sold gasolineat wholesale in tank car lots or over. Most of its crude oil supply comes from
California and Gulf Ports.The three oil refineries in Massachusetts operate in a very similar manner, andtne actual process of refining oil costs less than a gallon. The oil is kept con-
stantly heated and in liquid form, permitting continuous operation of the plant.
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Storage facilities for crude oil and the finished products are maintained at the re
fineries

The real cost of producing gasoline lowever, depends upon the cost of crude
ning, minus the revenues that are derived
gasoline which are manufactured from the

oil at the refinery, plus the cost of re
from the other refined products than
crude oil. It is, therefore, possible tc give only the roughest sort of an estimate

to the cost of making gasoline.
Refiners apparently follow the corn- harging fuel oil and other by-products

•Id in a competitive market with as much of the cost as these can bear and still
be sold at prices which attract cust(
manufactured product in greatest den

rs. The price charged for gasoline, the
,nd, carries the principal part of the balance

f the cost and profit.
Before the establishment of these re series in Massachusetts the price of gasoline

was ljzs a gallon higher in this State than in New York. Now the price is the same,
and only last Fall the price of gasoline in Massachusetts was Ida gallon below the

ion to the large expenditurenecessary foiretail price in adjoining States. In ad
refineries in Massachusetts, theirpresencethe construction and operation of thes

•line consumers of the Commonwealthhas undoubtedly been of benefit to the
On much of the gasoline refined in M isachusetts the refiner is realizing at present

lion less than the price paid by most ofless than 13d a gallon, or nearly 10d
our- consumers.

Wholesai Distribut'd:
The marketing of gasoline in Massachusetts is principally through distributors,

most of whom conduct retail filling stations as well as a wholesale busin
maintain bulk stations located either atsimply trade in bills of lading. Otb

railroad points or on the water front with storage facilities of sufficient size to
receive gasoline in tank car lots, or ship loads, and with facilities for re-loading

terminals gasoline is delivered by tank;asoline into tank wagons. From th
wagon to large consumers or retailers in the vicinity, who distribute it to the con-

t a $l.OO a year by theledsumer usually through tanks or pumps loi
wholesalers.

the dominantoil distributing companies)Similar to the “posted price” of crude il

ank wagon” or wl At present the asking price
the “tank wagon price.” This wouldioline to the consumer is 21 d al

•wed the garage and filling station owner•dieindicate that a margin of 2H a gallon
margin allowed the garage and fillingfor his costs and profit. Until recentlje ■station owner was 2(1 a gallon over the “i

At the hearing before the Commission

tit
nk wagon price.”
m March 24th, it developed that th

t

irice actually being paid for gasoline bynk wagon price” did not represent th
owners and other retailers. The testimony of the principal factors in the

1 that additional price concessions weregasoline industry in Massachusetts show X ~

retailers. One jobber testified that inbeing given bv the wholesalers to mar
,soline in Metropolitan Boston werehis opinion 75% of the retail distribu

lion from the posted “tank wagon price.”
s in Massachusetts showed that concessions

receiving special concessions of 2d a ;
Furthermore, the reports of retail deal

more than 2d below the posted ank wagon price ” are being given to some
retailers.

Although jobbers of gasoline advi: the Commission that a margin of 5d a gallon
car lots, delivered, and the so-called “tankbetween the price of gasoline in tank

wagon price” is necessary in order for them to operate, the Commission finds
that a wide variation exists. In the case of those jobbers buying gasoline on a
marginal contract of about 5p below 7 the so-called “tank wagon price” the price
concessions being given by most marketing companies of 2d or more below the
“tank w'agon price” reduces the jobbers’ margin on gasoline so purchased to less
than 3d a gallon. . . ,

Idle price of gasoline in tank car lots shows that jobbers buying so-called “spot”
gasoline in the open market are able at times to realize a greater margin than 5d
a gallon. In this part of the trade jobbers were able at times last year to buy
gasoline at prices which gave them a margin of between Sp and 10d a gallon below
the posted “tank wagon price.”
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Retail Distrust

The business of distributing gasoline at retail has enjoyed the same rapid growth
as the automobile business. It began with the garage handling gasoline as a neces-
sary service feature. Later stores put in gasoline pumps and established the
so-called “convenience stations” along the roadside. The industry has now
evolved systems of elaborate and arcaded filling stations chiefly for the sale of
gasoline.

_

_ .
The garage distribution of gasoline is principally a service feature, and, since it

shares the overhead of the garage business, it is generally a profitable part of the
business. Gasohne stations have multiplied to such an extent that the average
gallonage is low. Many of these individual stations, however, make money, as a
large share of the overhead expense is borne by the business of which gasohne is
only a minor part.

The so-called modern filling station is a more recent innovation. It started as
“convenience station” strategically located with novel induceme ttract

trade. The wide margin between the cost of gasohne at the refinery and the pi
to the consumer has resulted in these filling stations developing into chain systems
doing both a wholesale and retail distributing businc

The financial turn-over in handling gasohne is at a high rate. Some retailers
gasoline are enjoying a margin as wide as or SjS a gallon; many receive iif; and,
others are only getting 2\<t a gallon

The largest margin is obtained by distributors who own filling stations. Th
distributors usually render both the wholesale and retail servic

The margin of 4\i is received by large numbers of garages' and filling stati
generally in the nature of a secret discount of a gallon given by wholesale di:
tributors from the publicly quoted “tank wagon price” of gasolii

The 2Jp margin is that received by the garage man who is apparently content
with the profit he can make on that margin

Most wholesalers of gasohne loan or rent for $l.OO a year tanks and pumps to
retail distributors, with an obligation upon the retail dealer to use only gasohne
obtained from the wholesaler who loans the pumps.

At present the cost of gasohne to the consumer contains an exceedingly large
charge for so-called free services. Among the many leads which are put out to
attract trade to retail filling stations are, free oil with gasoline purchases; free air;
free radiator water; free distilled water, and free time of an attendant for miscellan-
eous services of one sort or another.

The costs of doing business submitted by some of the modern filling stations are
about 5d a gallon, or more than twice as much as the costs shown by both large
and small garages where other necessary services are rendered to the consumer.

While the price of gasohne to the consumer is generally maintained at above
the “tank wagon price”, the practice of giving secret price concessions to certain
customers also exists in this branch of the trade.

Conclusion

' The study and investigation of this Commission in compliance with that part ofyour request concerning the causes of the recent rises in the price of gasoline inMassachusetts show that in the last two weeks of January the retail price of gasohnem Massachusetts increased from to 22\i a gallon, or about 30%.As a result of its studies the Commission is of the opinion that the only relationBetween the rises in price of gasohne which took place in January and the law ofPP} and demand was that those engaged in the oil industry thought that theP ospeetive demand for gasohne in 1924 would be great enough to allow them toMwmce their prices at that time.A.i tlle beginning of both last year and this year great fear of an impending oilsnoitage was expressed by the oil industry, and prices were raised. Last year new

Pric
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supplies of oil were discovered and produced to such an extent that prices wereforced down, threat distress was caused refiners and others who were caught withlarge supphes of high cost oil on hand. The forecast that there would be an
insufficient supply of oil last year turned out to be inaccurate.IV hen the prediction was broadcasted January, 1924, that there would be an oilshortage this year the posted prices of crude oil and gasoline were increased. Actualcrude oil production is a matter beyond the scope of investigation by this Com-monwealth. However, statistics of production, distribution and stocks on hand,as compiled by the United States Geological Survey, are available forOn January 1, 1924, the stocks of crude oil reported in this country were greaterthanat the beginning of any other year, totaling 366,312,000 barrels of 42 gallons.The Bureau of Mines prepares figures in regard to gasoline, which show that onJanuary Ist, 1924, there were 1,074,899,000 gallons in storage. Therefore, on thebasis of last year’s distribution, the combined stocks of crude oil and gasoline instorage were equal to about 8 months’ supply, when the price advance took place inJanuary.

, The testimony given the Commission was that much of the great stocks of crude
oil in storage were owned by interests with large financial resources, and that this
crude supply would not come on the market until a high price could be obtained for
it. Reported stocks of crude oil and gasoline in storage at present are even greaterthan on January Ist, 1924.

The average consumption of gasoline by the 15,281,295 automobiles registered
in the entire United States during 1923 was about 500 gallons. The automobile
industry estimates a maximum output for 1924of 3,500,000 cars, of which 2,000,000
are estimated to be replacements, making an estimated net increase in the number
of automobiles in use by the end of 1924 of 1,500,000, This is an increase of only
about one-half the number of additional registrations recorded last year, or a notice-
able differencefrom the net increase of nearly 3,000,000 registrations in 1923. The
strong stimulant applied by the automobile industry to sales by vigorously pushing
the instalment plan of payment for cars will eventually be followed by a reaction.
This sales campaign may result in many people owning and operating cars for a
short time. If this condition occurs, it will result in throwing out of line all fore-
casts in regard to the consumption of gasoline based on the number of automobiles
registered.

In view of the foregoing there is great possibility that the prediction of the oil
industry in January last may be as inaccurate as their forecast was in regard to a
shortage in 1923.

Oil Refineries in Massachusetts.
The recent construction of three refineries in Massachusetts has been of benefit

to the gasoline consumers of the Commonwealth. Since the establishment of
these refineries the retail price of gasoline in Massachusetts has been at or below
the New York price; whereas, formerly, it was a gallon higher.

The recovery of gasoline from crude oil shows a variance of from 20% to as high
as 50%, according to the quality of the crude product and the efficiency of the re-
finer}'. One of the Massachusetts refiners gives the following distributions of
petroleum products from crude oil now being run through his plant:

From 35 Gravity Mid-Continent Crude.
Per Cent

Gasoline 29
Kerosene 8
Gas Oil 12
Fuel Oil 48
Loss 3

100

The Commission in the time allowed has not been able to make a detailed investi-
gation of the costs and profits of these refineries. One outstanding fact which is
evident from this investigation of the Commission, is that a margin of nearly
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a gallon between the price of gasoline at the refinery and the price to the consumer
exists At the present time the price paid for producing, transporting; thousands
of miles and refining crude oil into gasoline is about 13f! a gallon. _ O
hand, the price paid for getting the gasoline from the local refinerms to our con-
sumers is nearly lOjfE a gallon. Therefore, it is evident that the method of dis-
tributing gasoline a comparatively short distance from the refinery to the consumer
is unduly expensive

Distribution from Refiner to Consumer

The magnitude of the gasoline bill of the Commonwealth is not generally appre-
ciated. The annual expenditure at present prices is about $75,000,000 a year.
Raising or lowering the price of gasoline Ifi a gallon means a difference oi around
$250 000 a month to the users of gasoline in Massachusetts. .

’

The wide margin of nearly a gallon between the price received by the local
refineries for gasoline and that paid by our consumers apparently offers a great
opportunity to those wishing to engage in a profitable business. However the
practice of wholesale distributors loaning pumps and equipment to garages, stores
and individuals tends to prevent competition in prices to the consumer.

The survey of the Commission shows that there are oyer 8,000 stations at which
gasoline can be purchased at retail. Assuming the gasoline consumption ot Massa-
chusetts as approximately 300,000,000 gallons a year, the average gallonage per
filling station is only about 100 gallons-a day.

,((
,

The information obtained by the Commission shows that the so-called tame
wagon price” of gasoline, on which the retail price to the consumer is based, is a
very uncertain quantity. At the time of the last rise in price the tank wagon
price” was made 20p per gallon. The Commission finds, however, that many retail
dealers pay two or more cents less than this posted price for gasoline, and there
appears to be little or no relation between the lower price and the amount handled
by the retailer. One retail dealer may have a margin of a gallon on gasoline,
while his nearest competitor may have a margin of or more per gallon, being
thus able to give many novel and so-called free services to attract trade. This
conditionresults in many dealersbeing at a disadvantage in competing for business.

Whether or not these discounts are given for the purpose of assisting one com-
petitor as against another to the extent which makes it illegal is a question on which
the Commission is not able to express an opinion at the present time. However,
it is clear that the present practice results in some dealers being severely handi-
capped in their business.

In this connection it is also particularly significant to note that these discounts
from the posted “tank wagon price” of gasoline prevailed during a period when the
retail price of gasoline was advanced sharply.

Certain allegations which were made to the Commission in regard to the sale of
petroleum products seem to warrant legal review. Therefore, these matters have
been turned over to the Attorney General for his information.

The figures of the cost of doing business at the modern filling stations submitted
to the Commission show as high as a gallon. These filling stations are largely
owned or controlled by refiners or wholesalers, and usually sell only gasoline and
oils. On the other hand, many of the large and small garages and others handling
gasoline show a cost of about a gallon.

One solution of this problem may be found by increasing the gallonage per station.
The results of such a solution may be far-reaching. If this is done through the
so-called modern filling stations, it means the practical elimination of many garages
and other places where gasoline is handled with profit, along with other lines of
business. The Commission believes that the distribution of gasoline through thegarage is sound business and economic, as the garage renders a necessary service.

The Commission believes that the wide spread of about a gallon now existing
between therefinery and the consumer can be materially reduced. The Commission
submits for consideration these suggestions: elimination of so-called free servicesnow given to attract trade; introduction of automatic self-service pumps; and the
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creation of large wholesale and retail stations in connection with established lines
of business having railroad sidetrack facilities, which would eliminate much of the
expense of tank wagon business.

The Commission finds that many different methods also exist in the retail sale
of gasoline to give certain consumers a
secret concessions range from to sev
prices are publicly announced discrimin:

discount and thus get their trade. These
ral cents a gallon. When no such special
tion must certainly exist.

the s id Commission shall also make recom-Inreference to that part of the Order ‘
mendations as in its opinion will remei
After only six weeks study of one of the

Ny abuses which it may find to exist”:
atest industries in the world, it is mani-
est a panacea for the evils in it. At this

■c

impossible for the Commission to •ugt

1 the attention of your Honorabletime, however, the Commission desire t.
Body for further study to the, recommendations of the Director of the Bureau of
Prices and Licenses, Oil Division, War-time Federal Fuel Administration, made in
1919. These recommendations to the industry were the result of intimate connec-
tion with and study of its problems and were aimed to correct trade abuses which
existed at that time.

1. No person, firm, corporation, or association engaged in the business of marketing
and distributing petroleum and its products in wholesale quantities to retail dealers or
consumers shall give or loan any permanent equipment used in the storage, handling,
or sale of petroleum and its products to such retail dealers or consumers. Any such
equipment furnished in future by any such person, firm, corporation, or association shall

sed at a fair and reasonable rental. Equip-
-1 upon the above-prescribed basis.

ble value or 1
ment already loaned shall be recalled or placed upon the above-prescribed basis.

2. No person, firm, corporation, or association engaged in the business of marketing
and distributing petroleum and its products in wholesale quantities shall enter into any
contract, agreement, or understanding with any retail dealer or consumer in such prod-
ucts whereby such retail dealer or consumer is limited to the exclusive handling and sale
of the products of any wholesale dealer, and all contracts, agreements, or understandings
in effect contrary to the above shall be forthwith modified and the retail dealer or con-
sumer released from such obligation.

3. If any concession, or extra charge for additional or unusual services be made by
any firm, person, corporation, or association engaged in marketing and distributing
petroleum and its products to retail dealers or consumers, such concessions or extra
charges must be reasonable and in accordance with a specified and adopted trade policy
and not in the nature of a secret act either to secure or to assist in securing the business
of a competitor. Neither shall such concessions or extra charges be unreasonably dis-
criminatory owing to the presence of or the absence of competitive conditions,

4, No person, firm, corporation, or association engaged in the business of marketing
and distributing petroleum and its products shall enter into contract, agreement, or
understanding with any retail dealer or consumer of such commodities which in effect
shall force the sale of one or more of its products or saleable commodities by withholding
or limiting the sale of any other products or commodity. Neither shall any contract,
agreement, or understanding be made with any existing retail dealer in or consumer of
such products whereby any salary or commission shall be paid to any such retail dealer
or consumer, nor shall any special or unusual favors or concessions be made to any such
retail dealer or consumer, either by way of furnishing employees, the making of unusual
loans, or other considerations, nor shall the premises or equipment of any existing retail
dealer be bought or leased for the purpose of securing by such means the trade of such
retail dealer, nor shall any other preferential practice be indulged in which tends to de-

or to prevent any dealer or consumer from
iducts at all times from whatever distributor
mtracts, agreements, or understandings in
ipeedily as possible.

crease the existing channels or distribution
securing his supplies of petroleum and its pri
thereof he may prefer, and all existing o
violation of the above shall be abrogated as

hows that many of these unsatisfactoryThe investigation of this Commission
A lie 111 Vt/Otlgaiuwii

v-zi.
.

•’

trade practices still exist. If they so desire, refiners and distributors can eliminate
these practices without being forced to do so by legislation.

One of the principal reasons advanced by those m the industry for the increases
in the price of gasoline in January was the advances in the “posted prices” of crude
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oil. The Commission cannot express an opinion at time whether the “posted
price” of crude oil represents a real price or whether it is as artificial as the “tank
wagon price” of gasoline to most dealers in Massachusetts.

It is interesting to note that the statistics in the latest issue of the leading trade
paper of the petroleum industry shows that the daily consumption of gasoline is
only slightly above what it was at this time last year. This is a relative falling off
in consumption as the number of automobiles registered last year increased 24%.
Whether this falling off in consumption is due to resentment on the part of con-
sumers of the 30% increase in price made in January, or to other causes, the Com-
mission is unable to determineat the present time. In many respects the conditions
in the oil industry at present appear to be similar to the situation existing in the
sugar industry a year ago,, due to unconfirmed estimates of a threatened shortage.
At that time the' consumers of sugar successfully applied their own remedy and
quickly brought the situation under control.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW
YORK SUBMITTED BY J. A. SMITH, NEW ENGLAND MANAGER,
TO THE SPECIAL COMMISSION ON THE NECESSARIES OF LIFE
AT HEARING IN STATE HOUSE, MARCH 24, 1924, RELATIVE TO
THE RECENT RISE IN THE PRICE OF GASOLINE.

The accompanying statement is furnished in respectful consideration of the
request of the Commission, dated March IS, 1924, and is filed with you without
prejudice to the rights of the Standard Oil Company of New York at any time to
raise any questions that it may deem essential to the lawfulprotection of the rights
or interests of the Company as to the jurisdiction or power of the Commission or
as to the course of the inquiry or otherwise.

General Observations with Respect to the Factors which influence
Prices in the Petroleum Industry.

Inasmuch as this Commission is considering the question of prices of petroleum
products, it may be well at the outset to call attention to various matters of general
knowledge connected with the industry as a whole, and not with any particular
company or locality, which demonstrate that the inexorable law of supply and
demand is the factor which regulates and controls prices.

The price of gasoline and of otherrefined oil products naturally follows the fluctua-
tions in the price of crude oil, and the price of crude oil naturally depends upon the
law of supply and demand. If there is a limited supply and an increasing demand
or prospective demand, naturally the producers of crude oil hold their product and
demand higher prices. If the demand grows less and the production increases,
the producer will eventually be compelled to accept lower prices. The amount of
production as well as consumption is well known, being reported regularly not only
by various trade journals but by the United States Government, and the future
increase or decrease in production and consumption is forecasted often with great
accuracy. Those engaged in the industry must necessarily take into consideration
uot only the present but the prospective production, consumption and demand.
Consequently, prices depend not only upon the immediate or present situation,but also upon anticipated future conditions. Prospective as well as present pro-
duction and consumption should be and generally are taken into account in con-
sidering prices and not merely the present supply and consumption. When the
price of crude advances sufficiently on account of increasing demand and fallingoff of production, the high price of crude stimulates the drilling and operation of
wells, usually resulting in the discovery of new pools and increasing production
until a surplus is again produced and prices again depressed. When the price ofcrude again gets low it causes a cessation or letting up in drilling operations andoften a shutting-in of producing wells where this can be done without a loss of oiloy the drainage of competing wells.

EXHIBIT A.
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Moreover, during the winter months the consumption of gasoline is usually at
its lowest ebb and stocks are accumulated. This accumulation of stocks in the
winter months does not necessarily lower the price of gasoline because it is generallyrecognized that an additional supply will be required to meet the increased con-
sumption during the spring and summer months, and this fact creates on the partof those who market the product a present demand beyond the actual consumption
at the time, in order to take care of the future needs of the business. It is, therefore,clear that present consumption is by no means the same as present demand. Ifthe production is falling off and the trade believes that the future consumption willincrease and more than absorb the future production, a buying demand sets in
greater than the present consumption. This condition or belief results practicallyin a decrease of the supply, for the producers of crude, anticipating a higher price,hold their oil and do not offer it for sale, the effect of which is to decrease the actual
supply on the market.

Fluctuations in Prices during 1923 and Present Time governed by the
Law of Supply and Demand, and the Price of Crude.

Attached hereto and marked “Exhibit A” is a statement showing dates, changes
and prices for the period from January 1, 1923 to and including February, 1924,
as follows:

Pennsylvania, California 33 degrees and Mid-Continent 33 degrees at the wells.
Standard Oil Company of New York Refinery Prices of Motor Gasoline.
Standard Oil Company of New York tank wagon prices of Gasoline in Massachusetts.

As shown by this schedule (Exhibit A), at the beginning of 1923 the price of
Pennsylvania crude was $3.25 per barrel, mid-Continent 33 degrees crude, $1.25,
and California 33 degrees crude, $1.75 per barrel, while the Massachusetts tank
wagon price of motor gasoline was 22 cents per gallon. During January and Feb-
ruary 1923 prices of Pennsylvania and mid-Continent crude advanced under the
demand caused by and existing and prospective conditions, until about the middle
of February, 1923 Pennsylvania crude was selling at $4.00 per barrel and mid-
Continent crude at $1.85, and the prices of gasoline followed, until at the end of
February the Massachusetts tank wagon price was 24| cents per gallon. Mean-
while unprecedentedly large production had been developed in California, which
reduced the price of crude there, and the stimulus to drilling caused by the increase
of Pennsylvania and mid-Continent crude led to the discovery of a number of
large pools in the mid-Continent and southwestern fields. During the same period,
California crude, for the first time, was brought via the Panama Canal to the
refineries at the Atlantic seaboard. The bringing of this oil into competition in
the East, together with the increased production from the pools discovered in the
mid-Continent and southwestern fields caused a break in the price of crude, so that
about the middle of November Pennsylvania crude had fallen to $2.35 per barrel
and mid-Continent crude to $l.OO per barrel, and the Massachusetts tank wagon,
price of motor gasoline had fallen to cents per gallon. About this time the tide
turned and the production from these new pools began to diminish.

The peak of the production in the_ United States was reached in November
1923, when the average daily production amounted to 2,160,967 barrels, and this
fell off so that the average daily production in December was 1,899,742 barrels
a decrease of 261,225 barrels per day. Average daily consumption during 1921
was close to 2,000,000 barrels per day, so that it was evident that if the gain ii
consumption in 1924 equalled the gain in 1923, which was 20 per cent, the tota
consumption in 1924 would probably average 2,500,000 barrels per day. As the
average daily production in December fell considerably below 2,000,000 barrel,
and was apparently rapidly decreasing, this reverse in the situation immediate!
and naturally affected the price of crude, which began to rise, so that in the begilinin'
of January the price of Pennsylvania crude was again $3.25 per barrel and of mid
Continent crude $1.25 per barrel, the same as at the beginning of 1923, and cor
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tinned to rise until in the latter part of February, 1924, Pennsylvania crude was
§4.00 per barrel and mid-Continent crude $1.60 per barrel. Meanwhile the price
of gasoline had naturally advanced, until the latter part of February the Massa-
chusetts tank wagon price was 20 cents per gallon. It is to be noticed, however,
that this price is still 2 cents per gallon lower than the price in January, 1923,
although the price of mid-Continent crude is about 1 cent per gallon and Pennsyl-
vania crude almost 2 cents per gallon higher than in January, 1923.

There is also attached hereto and marked “Exhibit B” a graphic chart covering
the period from January 1, 1923 to and including February 1924, shoving the range
of and changes in prices as follows:

Standard Oil Company of New York tank wagon prices for motor gasoline in Massa-
chusetts.

Standard Oil Company of New York refinery prices for motor gasoline
Quoted prices F.0.8. Oklahoma refineries of 400 end point gasoline.
Prices of Kansas and Oklahoma 33 degrees crude at wells.
Prices of California 33 degrees crude at wells

It will be observed that the lines of this chart, showing changes in the price of
California and mid-Continent crude, run substantially parallel with those showing
changes in the refinery and tank wagon prices of gasoline, indicating clearly the
correctness of the statement that prices of gasoline follow fluctuation in the prices
of crude. The lines shoving variations in the price of gasoline F.0.8. Oklahoma
refineries also tend to corroborate the statement, even though the price changes
were more frequent and of greater extent. The difference in the variation between
Oklahoma and New York refinery prices is due in part to the difference in transporta-
tion costs, but chiefly to excess production by refineries which had an excess of
crude over storage facilities for either crude or refined products or both.

There is also attached hereto and marked “Exhibit C” a statement made up
from Government reports showing production and consumption of crude oil and
gasoline during 1923. Figures given in this statement show that the entire consump-
tion of gasoline during the year 1923 was 7,556,151,894 gallons, while the total
production in the United States during the same year was 7,555,945,143 gallons,
indicating that the total consumption was greater than the domestic production by
more than 200,000 gallons, the increase in stocks being brought about by imports.

These figures also show that the crude production in the United States in 1923
amounted to about 735,000,000 barrels, while the amount marketed was in excess
of 725,000,000 barrels, showing that notwithstanding the unprecedented pro-
duction from California and mid-Continent pools there was produced during the
year 1923 only ten million barrels more than were marketed. From this it is easy
to see what the result is going to'be in 1924 unless new pools are discovered to take
care of the increased consumption which is bound to occur.

These figures also show that the estimated stock of crude oil on hand at the end
of 1923 amounted to 333,000,000 barrels, which at the December rate of consump-
tion would supply the demand for something over 160 days, or less than six months,
while if based on the estimated average daily consumption for the year 1924 of
2,500,000 barrels per day, it would only supply the demand for about four months.
The estimated stocks of gasoline on hand at the end of the year are estimated to
amount to 21,497,922 bbls., of 50 gallons each, which at the estimated average con-
sumption per day for the year 1924 would supply the demand for only 57 days.
This is a dangerously small supply to have on hand to take care of the immense
volume of business distributed all over the country.The percentage of visible supply compared with the amount of the estimated
consumption of both crude and gasoline is considerably less than has existed fora number of years and the only possible relief would appear to be the discovery ofnew pools and an increase in the production of crude.
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Exhibit A.
Price Changes, January 1, 1923, to February 29, 1924.

Standard OilStandard Oil Company ofCrude Oil Prices at Wells (Barrels Company of New York
42 Gallons). New iork Re- Massachusettsfinery Prices Tank Wagon

(Per Gallon). Prices (Per
Gallon).

Pennsylvania. 3g“,
(.Cents). (Cents).

1923
Jan. 2 . . $3 25 $1 75 SI 25 15.50 22 00Jan. 6 . ~ 131 -

-

_

Jan. 13 . “ ~ 1 35 -
_

Jan. 16 ... 3 35 - -
-

_

Jan. 17 . - - 1 45
Jan. 18 3 45
Jan. 27 . - - 1 55 -

Jan. 29 ... 3 55
Feb. 1 . 365 - *

Feb. 2 . - - 165
Fe'b. 5 . - -

- 16 50
Feb. 6 . - -

-

- 23 OOFeb. 8 . 375 _
_

Feb. 10 . - - 1 75
Feb. 15 ... 4 00
Feb. 17 . - - 1 85
Feb. 23 .

- -
- 17.50

Feb. 26 . - -
- - 24.50

Apr. 10 ...

- 98 - -
_

Apr. 11 ... 3 75 -
- -

_

Apr. 20 .
- -

- 16.50
Apr. 23 . - - 1 75 - 23.50
Apr. 27 . - -

- 15.50
Apr. 28 ... -

- _ 22.50
May 2 . -

- 1 65
May 3 ... 3 50 - -

- _

May 5 .
-

- 155 -

May 12 . -
- 1 45

May 14 ... 3 25
May 17 . - - - - 21.50
May 21 . - - - 14.50
June 18 ... 3 00 - -

- _

July 10 ... 2 75 - -
- -

July 23 . - - - 13.50
July 26 . - - -

- 20.50
Aug. 15 . - - - 12.50 19.50
Sept. 17 . - - - 11.50
Sept. 18 . - - •-

- 18.50
Sept. 19 . - - 1.30
Sept. 20 ... 2 50
Oct. 9 ... 74
Oct. 17 . - - - 10.50 15.50
Nov. 5 ...

- -
- - -

Nov. 8 . - 1 00
Nov. 12 . - -

- 9.50 14.50
Nov. 13 ...

2 35
Dec. 14

... 2 60 -
- - -

Dec. 26 ... 2 85 - -
- -

Dec. 31 ... 3 00
1924

Jan. 9 . - SI 25 -

Jan. 10
... S3 25 - -

-

Jan. 14 . - - - 11.50
Jan. 15

...

- - - - 16.50
Jan. 19 . 3 50 - 1 40
Jan. 22 . - SO 99 - - 17.50
Jan. 25 ... 3 75 -

-
-

-

Jan. 26 . -
- ~ 13.50 -

Jan. 29 . -
- -

- 20.00
Jan. 30 ...

4 00
Feb. 2 .

- 160
Feb. 5 . - 134 ~

-
-

Feb. 29 . 4 00 1 34 1 60 13.50 20 00
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Exhibit B

A graphic chart explained in body of report which is on file in the office of the
Special Commission on the Necessaries of Life.

Exhibit C,

Facts as to Production and Consumption of Oil and Gasoline in 1923.
Gas
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE NEW ENGLAND OIL REFININGCOMPANY SUBMITTED BY LLEWELLYN HOWLAND, VICEPRESIDENT, TO THE SPECIAL COMMISSION ON THE NECES-
SARIES OF LIFE AT HEARING IN STATE HOUSE, MARCH 24,1924, RELATIVE TO THE RECENT RISE IN THE PRICE OF GASO-
LINE.

Gasoline prices fluctuated more violently than the prices of most other com-
modities sold in New England last year. The New England tank wagon (wholesale)
price opened the year 1923 at 220, went to (a 9% increase) by the end of
February, then dropped to 14|0 by the middle of November (a 41% decrease),
and then increased in January 1924 to 200 (a 38% increase), where it now stands.
(Incidently this price is the lowest, with the exception of last summer, since
1915.) At first glance, since no other commodity of any importance showed such
variations during the same period in this district, it might seem that such great
fluctuations within so short a time must have been artificially controlled. That
these fluctuations were entirely natural and in accordance with the economic law
of supply and demand is made clearly evident, however, by an analysis of the
factors controlling the cost of making gasoline.

There are three basic reasons which cause gasoline prices to change in New
England, as elsewhere. First, there are the ordinary changes in price due to varia-
tions in business conditions. In a period of good business prices of all commodities
tend to rise. Similarly, poor business conditions tend to depress prices. This
factor, however, scarcely affects gasoline prices at all, and not nearly as much as
it affects the price of most other commodities, because the consumption of gasoline
is growing at such a rate (25% a year) that even a relatively poor business year
causes but a temporary lowering of the rate of increase in the demand for gasoline.
From 1918 through 1923 gasoline consumption has never failed to increase each
year, although the increase in a relatively good business year, such as 1923, was
much greater than in a poor year, such as 1921. Hence, we can practically neglect
this factor as a cause of major variations in gasoline prices.

A second cause of variations in the price of gasoline is the seasonal element of
consumption. Ordinarily twice as much gasoline is consumed in a summer month
as in a winter month. Since gasoline evaporates rapidly in storage, and in addition
is expensive to store for any length of time, it is not unnatural to expect that in
the event of unusually good weather during any particular summer there will
threaten a more or less temporary shortage of gasoline towards the end of the
heaviest consuming season, with a consequent increase in price as the shortage
becomes more and more apparent. This factor, however, also has relatively little
influence at the present time on gasoline prices, for the refining capacity of the
country is great enough now to produce as much gasoline in any one month as has
ever been consumed, although a few years ago this condition did not prevail.

The third factor affecting gasoline prices is the price of crude oil. An average
barrel of crude oil produced in this country today when refined breaks up into
finished products approximately as follows: gasoline 30%, fuel oil 50%, balance
kerosene, gas oil and lubricants. Variations in this factor may be said to represent
the cause of 90% of the changes in gasoline prices. To understand this fact it is
necessarjr to realize first of all that some 75% of the money expended in the opera-
tion of an oil refinery goes for crude oil. Thus it can be seen that the price of re-
fined products in general largely depends on the price of crude oil. Gasoline has to
bear the major part of this expense as it is the product that the refiner is manu-
facturing. The other derivatives, although greater in volume, are in reality but
by-products.

In the case of these by-products, namely fuel oil, kerosene, gas oil and lubricating
oils, the market value fluctuates from various causes and is limited in the case of
fuel oil very materially by the price of coal. As the by-products combined will be
some 70% of the total volume of a barrel of crude oil and are subject to the above
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limitations as to value, it can be seen at once that it is practically impossible for a
refiner to accurately establish the cost of his product, or gasoline. It will also be
seen that as 50% of his total volume of raw material is converted into a by-product
(fuel oil) which has to be sold in competition with coal, the cost of production of
which bears no relation to the cost of production of crude oil, the manufacturing
costs and the price paid for the crude oil both have to be absorbed by the gasoline.

Based on the above facts, crude oil and gasoline prices should fluctuate in unison.
Let us see if they do. The average price of Mid-Continental (a typical) crude oil
in 1914 was 80ji a barrel; by 1920 it had gone to $3.25 (a rise of over 300%).
During this time the wholesale price of gasoline in Boston went from 13jf to 300
(arise of 130%). Then the price of crude fell from 53.25 to 11.40 in 1923 (a 57%
decline) while gasoline fell from to 200 (a 33% decline). This rough com-
parison shows that in general gasoline prices fluctuate with crude oil prices, although
the movement of gasoline prices is not so violent as that of crude oil. Economists
tell us that finished products never fluctuate as much in price as raw materials.
Hence it would be unnatural to have gasoline prices change as much as crude
prices. The point to be noted, however, is that crude has tremendous price varia-
tions, and, since this crude oil is valuable principally for its gasoline content, this
latter also must vary considerably in price.

The fact that the cost of making gasoline depends to a large extent on the cost
of crude oil makes an examination into the price of this latter necessary. In ordi-
nary times 90% of the country’s crude oil comes from “settled” production, that
is, wells which have a fairly steady rate of output. But the presence or absence of
this other 10% is sufficient to practically control the price. A 10% deficit in the
supply of any important commodity is indeed serious. The result is that an actual
deficit has never occurred, because as soon as one threatened prices increased,
“discounting” the future shortage, and encouraging individuals and companies
(“■wildcatters”) to seek out and discover new oil fields, “flush” fields, as they are
sometimes called. Usually the discovery of such fields soon results in a temporary
over-production, as each operator endeavors to get all the oil he can while prices
are high. Then with, say a 10% o»er-supply of oil ensuing, prices fall until further
“wildcatting” is temporarily discouraged. In time the cycle will repeat itself.
This sort of procedure has resulted in many ups and downs in crude oil prices
during the last ten years, a threatened shortage causing increased prices, and these
higher prices in the end, as a result of consequent over-production, being them-
selves the cause of lower prices.

1923 was a year in which changes of this sort were more violent than is usual in
any one year. The year opened with predictions by unbiased authorities of an
impending crude oil shortage. Prices advanced. “Wildcatting” increased, and
with such good fortune that seven large new oil pools were discovered during the
year, the three in California influencing the market most. New production fromthese pools soon created a considerable excess of oil over current demand, with a
resulting slump in price. The price of Mid-Continental crude oil dropped 46%(from $1.85 to $1.00) during the nine months between February and November1923. Greatly lowered production by the first of January 1924 caused the priceto increase to the present level of $1.75. Obviously the price of gasoline varied.The wholesale (tank wagon) price fell from 24|jf'in February 1923 to 14£f£ inNovember 1923 (41%), and then increased in January 1924 to 20jf (a 38% increase),
to/ nTn ke^ore'. tlle Present moment, while the price of crude oil is now buto% below the price at this time last year, the price of gasoline is 18% below the
price of a year ago. Assuming, however, for the sake of argument, that the changesin crude oil prices during 1923 were not justified, the fact still remains that refinersnau to pay these prices for the crude that they purchased.

But to continue our line of reasoning, it may be said that while this shows thatvariations in the price of gasoline during 1923 were reasonable, it does not proveat tne whole general level of gasoline prices, in comparison with other com-
„

1 le8 ’ 18 justified. According to the Bureau of Labor’s series of prices, which
hm as accurate, it would take 1$ gallons of gasoline at current prices touy the same quantity of farm products which 1 gallon would have purchased in
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1913; it would take gallons to purchase the same amount of clothing; it would
take nearly 2 gallons to purchase as much railroad transportation, or as much
household furniture. The average of all commodity prices, as shown bv the Bureau,
is 50% above the 1913 level. The price of gasoline is but 48% above its 1913
level. Gasoline, therefore, is actually selling for less than the average commodity,
measured in terms of 1913 purchasing power, which is generally accepted as a fair
basis of comparison. The price of crude oil, on the other hand, is 119% above
the 1913 level. It would, therefore, seem strange that gasoline is not selling at a
higher price today than it is, for we have seen how dependent its price is on the
price of crude. That gasoline is selling so cheaply today is due to two factors;
first, an improvement in refinery methods, permitting a greater amount of gasoline
to be removed from a barrel of crude oil; second, an improvement in the demand
for, and consequently in the price of by-products such as fuel oil, thereby permitting
a larger share of crude and manufacturing costs to be charged against these by-
products.

One more element in the ultimate cost to the consumer of gasoline must be con-
sidered. Distribution. We have garages, filling stations and wayside pumps as
the vehicles through which gasoline reaches the consumer, and the numbers of these
three agencies have increased to such an extent that based on actual consumption
of gasoline and the assumed average cost of these vehicles for the sale of gasoline,
an insufficient amount of gasoline passes through each station, pump and garage,
to make all these facilities profitable. In other words, there are too many gasoline
pumps engaged in the business of distribution. An economic waste results which
the consumer is paying for.

Then again, the free services. Water for radiators, distilled water for batteries,
air for tires, crankcase sendee, cleaning upholstery, gifts of lubricating oil with
gasoline purchases, and many other gifts to customers have been introduced to
an extent that makes the operation of a distributing station necessarily costly. In
the end the consumer pays in the price of gasoline for these services. Many,
possibly a majority of station owners, realize that this'amount of free sendee is
unwarranted, but none dare depart from what is becoming a precedent, so keen is
the competition in the retailing of gasoline. Again the tendency in the construc-
tion of a modern filling station is to increase the expense by the style of elaborate
architecture many of the stations not only being costly to an objectionable
degree, but also obviously in very bad taste.

The New England Oil Refining Company recognizing these conditions and being
in process of developing its own crude oil requirements for the stabilization of its
manufacturing costs, has refrained from establishing its own retail distributing
facilities which would only add to the present over-burdened condition of this
branch of the industry. It is believed, however, that by the wise acquisition of
already established stations of moderate cost and utilitarian form well located for
the convenience of its customers and the development for the distributionof gasoline
of other already existing agencies for the sale of the necessities of life, an economical
system will be evolved by the New England Oil Refining Company that mil tend
to reduce this factor in the ultimate cost of gasoline.

Thus in a short time the New England Oil Refining Company will be able to give
the people of New England, at a stable price representing a fair profit and no
more, a product made entirely by New England labor, financed entirely by New
England capital, planned entirely by New England executives, and sold almost
exclusively to New England people.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE BEACON OIL COMPANY AND COL-
ONIAL FILLING STATIONS, INC., BOTH OF MASSACHUSETTS,
SUBMITTED BY MR. FI. L. WOLLENBERG, VICE PRESIDENT AND
GENERAL MANAGER OF THE FORMER COMPANY, AND A DIREC-
TOR OF THE LATTER, TO TFIE SPECIAL COMMISSION ON THE
NECESSARIES OF LIFE AT HEARING IN STATE HOUSE, MARCH
24 1924, RELATIVE TO THE RECENT RISE IN THE PRICE OF
GASOLINE.

The writer appears at this hearing pursuant to the request of the Commission
in its letter dated March 18, 1924. The writer is Vice-President and General Man-
ager of the Beacon Oil Company, a Massachusetts corporation, and is a Director
of the Colonial Filling Stations, Inc., a Massachusetts corporation, and appears
before the Commission for both the above named companies.

The Beacon Oil Company is engaged in the purchasing and transportation of
crude oil, refining of same at its refinery at Everett, Mass., and the sale of the
refined products. It necessarily operates on such crude oil as may be obtained at
deep water loading points for marine transportation to its refinery. It has operated
principally on crude oils from Mexico and California. The products of the refinery
as it is now operated, consist principally of gasoline, kerosene, gas oil, fuel oil,
road oils and asphalts. The gasoline is sold in lots comprising tank oars or more,
to individuals or corporations, which in turn distribute and re-sell it. It occa-
sionally sells gasoline in lots of tank cars or more, direct to large industrial con-
sumers who buy and use gasoline in such substantial quantities.

The Colonial Filling Stations, Inc., is engaged in the purchase of gasoline, motor
lubricating oils, etc., and the re-sale of same through its own filling stations and
otherwise in Eastern Massachusetts. The Beacon Oil Co., owns the controlling
interest in the Colonial Filling Stations, Inc., but it is operated as an entirely
independent business, purchasing its supplies of gasoline and motor oil from the
Beacon Oil Company on yearly contracts at prices that are fair to both corporations.

The letter we have received from the Commission requests us to be present at
this hearing and to submit such information as we possess in regard to supply and
price of gasoline, the reasons for the rise in price since January Ist, and any other
facts or information we believe will be of assistance to the Commission in making
the investigation.

We enumerate below the salient points in the situation as we know it
1. The price of gasoline to the consumer is logically divided into two components

(a) the cost and profit in production of gasoline; (6) the cost and profit in distri-
bution of gasoline.

2. The cost of producing gasoline f.o.b. refinery depends on the following
(a) The cost of crude including premiums, etc.
(b) Cost of transporting crude to refinery.
(c) Cost of refining.
(d) Revenues that are derived f.o.b. refinery from the products other than

gasoline that are manufactured from the crude oil.3. Whether a refinery buys part or all of its supply of crude oil, the cost of the
cruderun to the refinery must be taken as the price at which crude can be purchased.

The elements of risk and uncertainty in discovery and production of crude oilare 80 Urg 0 that an extremely wide margin exists between the cost of producingcrude by the most fortunate producer and the cost to the least fortunate producer,n it can be shown that the law of supply and demand functions freely in the pricew crude oil then it is unquestionably true that over a sufficiently extended period
tile price of crude oil will represent cost plus a reasonable profit. There
is no difficulty in demonstrating that the price of crude oil is governed by supplyMd demand. In general, the crude oil market is a world market. In particularcalities where crude oil is newly found in quantities exceeding local demand andstmg transportation facilities, the price of crude at such a place may be out of
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line with world markets until transportation facilities are installed It is signifi-cant that no great oil field has remained for any considerable time without pipeline connection to deep water, and when the crude oil can be transported to deepwater and loaded in ships it immediately comes into competition with practicallyall other crude oil in the world, and its price must be fixed in competition with such
other crude or it cannot be sold.

The working of the law of supplyand demand in the crude oil markets of the world
is of course not instantaneous. The quantity of crude oil storage available at anygiven time, the prospects of future production and future demand, the financial
markets affecting the carrying of stocks, and all other features, have their part inthe workings of the law of supply and demand. There is always some lag or lead
between price movements and the movements of the ratio between supply and de-
mand.

It is true in the crude oil markets as in all other commodity markets that in some
cases the general expectation of future conditions is a very potent factor in price
movements, and if such expectations later turn out to be wrong, the reaction
carries prices too far in the opposite direction.

The most important crude oil producing region in the United States is the so-called
“Mid Continent field”, which in its broadest application includes all the crude
produced in central United States, except that along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico,
and also excepting that produced in Wyoming and Montana. The initiative in
marking up or down the price of Mid Continent crude is usually taken by one of
the big producing and pipe line companies. Among these companies the most
notable is the Prairie Oil and Gas Company, which may be said to be the dominating
buyer of crude in the Mid Continent. While this company or some other of the
larger companies may be the ones that first announce price changes, it has been
repeatedly demonstrated that if such price changes are not, or later prove not to be
in accord with supply and demand a prompt and severe reaction inevitably occurs.

In the judgment of the writer, the extremes of price fluctuations are caused by
the very numerous small independent refiners who use Mid Continent oil. For
instance: there are several hundred such refiners, who in the aggregate are said to
use 30% of the total crude oil produced in the Mid Continent fields. At times of
scarcity or anticipated scarcity of crude, the small refiners bid up the price of crude
oil by offering premiums, and force the larger purchasing companies to raise their
posted prices in order to hold on to their producing connections. In times of over-
production of crude, the larger purchasing companies often pro-rate takings from
their producing connections, and many of these connections then sell the excess oil
to small refiners at prices lower than those posted by the big companies. Such
conditionsinevitably lead to further reductions in posted prices by the big companies.

The burden of storing crude oil during times of excess production falls upon the
larger companies merely because they are the only ones financially able to carry
the burden. Very often this storage problem includes the building of tanks in
localities where they would never be used again after the period of flush production
so that in addition to the cost of the oil and storage expenses all but the salvage
value of the tanks must also be charged off in the transaction. Purchasing com-
panies who store crude oil will not take it out of storage until prices of crude repre-
sent a margin above all the costs of storage, and this explains the reason that crude
oil prices can rise so rapidly as soon as demand overtakes production (or appears to
be certainly overtaking production) even though at such times there may be large
quantities of crude oil in storage.

The grade of Mid Continent crude having gravity between 33 and 35.9 Beaume
may be taken as typical of Mid Continent production and the prices as posted by
the Prairie Oil and Gas Company during recent periods as follows:

December, 1923
January 10, 1924
January 21, 1924
February 4, 1924
March 8, 1924 .

1 00
1 25

1 40
1 60
I
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It appears that this grade of crude has advanced per barrel of 42 gallons,
which is substantially 2£ per gallon. The burden of the advancing prices in this
type of crude oil has had to be carried practically entirely by gasoline. The market
prices for fuel oil, gas oil and kerosene (the principal components in this crude oil
besides gasoline) are largely determined by competition with coal and other com-
modities, and have not advanced materially. If the entire increase in the cost of
crude were necessarily placed on gasoline, an increase of 2f. per gallon in the cost of
crude would require an increase of 8£ per gallon in the price of gasoline in the case
of the typical Mid Continent crude yielding 25% of gasoline. As a matter of fact,
the wholesale price of gasoline at Mid Continent refineries has only advanced
about per gallon and the tank wagon price of gasoline in the Middle Western
States has advanced about &</: per gallon during the period covered by the above
noted crude oil changes.

The above remarks on the changes in price of crude oil and gasoline have been
limited to the Mid Continent Field because it is a good barometer of the entire
world situation. We now wish to put before the Commission the particulars of
the crude oil situation directly affecting the refinery of the Beacon Oil Company.
During the period of time we are considering it had not been found economic by the
Beacon Oil Company to operate on Mid Continent crude oils as Mexican and Cali-
fornia crude oils have been more economic to run.

The following table show's the former and present prices of the several crude
oils which are the most economic for this Company to use, together with the gross
revenue from same under the market prices prevailing in December, 1923 as com-
pared with March, 1924;

Kind or Crude, Heavy Light California
Mexican. Mexican. (28 ).

Cost per bbl. f. o. b. Boston in December, 1923, (spot prices) . SI 02 $1 28 SI 64
Gross Revenue per bbl. f. o. b. refinery at spot prices for products

prevailing in December, 1923 . . . . . . . 1 47 1 62 1 90Cost per bbl. f. o. b. Boston in March, 1924 (spot prices) . 1 55 1 98 2 59Gross Revenue per bbl. f. o. b. refinery at spot prices for products in
March, 1924 . 1 78 2 08 2 62

Change from December to Mapch:
Increased cost of crude ........ 53 70 95Increased revenue

......... 31 46 72

In the above table fair average spot prices have been used for both crude oil and
products but a refiner may, of course, be refining in March the crude oil purchased
in February, etc., but the proper criterion is the relation between concurrent spot
prices.

This table shows that for a refinery operating in Boston, the cost of crude oil
from December, 1923 to March 1924 has increased much faster than the grossrevenue that can be obtained from the same crude oil. Even though gasoline, gasoil, and fuel oil prices in Boston have all advanced somewhat in March as com-pared with December, the cost of crude oil of the three grades that are economic for
refining in Boston have increased on the average about 23fS per barrel more than
the gross revenue obtainable from the crude oils.It is also to be noted that the gross revenue obtainable from these crude oils at
December prices and also at March prices is not sufficiently above the cost of crude
oil to cover refining costsand profit. Stated in terms of gallons, the margin between
the cost of crude oil and the gross revenue under same conditions as shown in theabove table is as follows:
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Heavy Lisrlit California
Mexican. Mexican. (28°).

Kind of Crude Oil

Margin between cost of crude oil and gross revenue:
December, 1923 (per gallon)
March, 1924 (per gallon) .

SO 006SO Oil
006

From the foregoing table it is to be noted that with the single exception of heavyMexican crude oil in the month of December, 1923, the spread between cost of crude
oil and gross revenue obtainable from it is less than I<f per gallon and the cost of
refining in Massachusetts will equal Ij£ per gallon or more. It is clear that a refining
company buying crude oil and selling products at the spot prices either in December,
1923 or March, 1924 can only operate at a loss so far as refining operations are
concerned. An investment in special plants such as cracking stills or an invest-
ment in the facilities for the distribution of products might during these times
yield profits to offset partly or wholly the losses in normal refining.

In conclusion we submit that from the standpoint of a refinery in Massachusetts
either the price of crude oil must go down or the price of products must advance to
make such refining profitable. In considering costs of crude oil for refining in
Massachusetts the water transportation of the crude oil is included and is a very
substantial factor. Transportation costs have risen very rapidly recently, rates
from Mexico and California to Boston being today about 60% above levels pre-
vailing last December.

4. Consideration will now be given to the distribution of gasoline. It may be
useful to trace the gasoline starting in the consumer’s motor car and going back to
its source.

The motorist generally fills his automobile with gasoline at one of the following
three points:

(1) His own garage if he has installed there a suitable storage tank and pump.
(2) From a pump at a public garage.
(3) From a pump at a drive-in filling station.
In every case the pump from which the motorist gets his gasoline is supplied

from an underground tank into which the gasoline has been received from a tank
truck or tank wagon.

Excepting a very small quantity that is trucked directly from refineries in Massa-
chusetts to pumps, the gasoline is received at pumps from a tank wagon, which
carries it from a so-called bulk station. A bulk station is a plant located either
on railroad or water, or both, with storage facilities of size suitable to receive
gasoline in tank car loads, barge loads or ship loads as the case may be, and with
facilities for reloading such gasoline into tank wagons. Large refining companies
whoserefineries are located outside of Massachusetts, generally have large terminals
on the sea coast where gasoline is delivered in ship loads, and from these terminals
gasoline is delivered by tank wagon to the immediate vicinity and is shipped out
by tank cars to bulk stations at inland cities.

Large integrated oil companies may carry out the entire distribution into the
motorist’s tank with only one middleman involved who is the garage or filling
station owner, and who buys gasoline from the tank wagon and re-sells it through
the pump. Other oil companies, including most of the independent refiners, sell
gasoline in tank car units to so-called “independent jobbers”. An independent
jobber is an individual or corporation who has one or more bulk stations where
he can receive tank car or barge deliveries of gasoline and also has tank wagons
and other facilities for the delivery of gasoline to pumps in the vicinity. A jobber
may also own drive-in filling stations and to that extent supply gasoline direct to,
consumers through such filling stations.
UJIIISUIUCIS tlllUU£,ll CSUUII tilling, OWlllUiid.

The price of gasoline to the consumer in any particular district always bears a
relation to the tank wagon price of gasoline in the same district. The consumer’s
price is from to 3*i above the tank wagon price, and represents the margin which
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the garage owner or independent filling station owner enjoys to cover costs and
profit. It is a fact, however, that the open quoted tank wagon price is not always
the price actually being paid for gasoline by garage owners and other middlemen.
Extreme competition between oil companies and jobbers, and shrewd buying on
the part of the middlemen who retail the gasoline, results in concessions being
given below the open quoted tank wagon price in many instances.

The initiative in setting the tank wagon price of gasoline necessarily lies with
the large and dominating oil companies in each district. Just as in the case of
crude oil or any other commodity, if movements in tank wagon prices are initiated
by the dominant factors through wrong interpretation of the status of supply and
demand or wrong expectation of the future trend of supply and demand, an artificial
condition is created, which the immutable operation of the law of supply and
demand inevitably corrects. In such cases the reaction usually swings too far.

Jobbers who buy in tank car lots purchase from refiners either by contract, by
spot sales, or by both. To operate at satisfactory profit, jobbers in Massachusetts
appear to require a spread of about sj£ per gallon between the price of gasoline in
tank car lots laid down at their bulk station and the open quoted tank wagon price
in their marketing area. Jobbers have in the past few years, and are at the present
time able to make contracts with refiners, under which their gasoline is delivered
at their bulk stations, the price on a carload being set at from four to six cents
below the open quoted tank wagon price on day of shipment. With operating
margins of about oi, jobbers do a healthy business. In periods of over-production
of crude oil and gasoline, however, and occasionally in seasons of low' consumption
(winter, etc.) jobbers are able to buy spot gasoline at distress prices that give them
a margin of much more than per gallon. During short periods last year, jobbers
could buy spot gasoline at distress prices giving them a margin of perhaps or
9fi below quoted tank wagon prices. These wide spreads between tank car and
tank wagon prices always occur at times of over-production of gasoline which
means times of the highest competition in distribution.

When there is an over-production of crude oil, all refineries are attempting to
run maximum quantities and are seeking distribution for the large amount of
gasoline being produced. At the same time some jobbers are enjoying the large
margins created by distressed sales by refiners. Competition between jobbers and
oil companies results in cutting of the open quoted tank wagon price and later in
actual reduction in the tank wagon price. Under these conditions the tank wagon
price will go to points below the average cost of production as was the case all of
the latter half of the last year, even though crude oil was selling at very low levels.
The conditions in the trade last year were complete proof that the law of supply
and demand operates in the distribution field.

Early in 1924 the production of crude oil fell off very rapidly and it became
plain that demand would equal production early in 1924. Under these conditions
the bidding for crude oil became intensive,,resulting in paying of the premiums,followed promptly by higher posted prices. Most refineries were selling gasolinebelow its cost of production even before the increases in crude oil occurred and
tank car prices were, of course, promptly advanced by refiners. Distressed gasolinealmost disappeared from the market and renewals of contract with jobbers were
generally made at lower margins than prevailed in 1923. All these factors de-manded an increase in the tank wagon prices and when the initiative in raisingtank wagon prices in Massachusetts was taken by large distributors, the Colonial
hilling Station, Inc. and we believe all other independent distributors necessarilyfollowed suit.- The price paid by the Colonial to Beacon for gasoline is on a slidingscale based on the tank wagon price on day of delivery.5. In conclusion, we respectfully submit that the prices of gasoline prevailingm “6 last part of 1923 were below the average cost of manufacture, due to an°f the pendulum in the reaction between supply and demand. Thesudden change in the relation between the supply and demand of crude oil thatoccurred in December and January caused the bidding up of crude oil prices byrenners, the substantial elimination of distressed gasoline in tank car lots, the re-uction in excessive contract margins enjoyed by some distributors in 1923 and
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as a logical result of all these factors an increase of in the tank wagon price
of gasoline in Massachusetts. Speaking from the standpoint of a refinery in Massa-
chusetts, we further submit that to make normal refinery operations profitable
either crude oil prices must go down or gasoline and other products from crude
oil must advance above the present day level.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE CITIES SERVICE REFINING COM-
PANY SUBMITTED BY H. D. FRUEAUFF, VICE PRESIDENT, TO
THE SPECIAL COMMISSION ON THE NECESSARIES OF LIFE AT
HEARING IN STATE HOUSE, MARCH 24, 1924, RELATIVE TO
THE RECENT RISE IN THE PRICE OF GASOLINE.

In the summer of 1923 the Cities Service Refining Company took over, in con-
junction with the bondholders, the plant of the Massachusetts Oil Refining Com-
pany which had been built at East Braintree, Massachusetts, some years previous,
the major portion of the capital of which is Massachusetts and New England
money.

Due to lack of continued Crude Oil supply and proper financing, this Company
was in receivership. We have arranged for the Crude supply and financing, and,
together with the former bondholders, we are endeavoring to place this plant upon
its proper financial basis.

We started to operate the plant in August, since which time we have refined
in the neighborhood of 1,000,000 barrels of Crude Oil. Quite a large portion of
this period of time has been spent in rehabilitation of a plant that had been shut
down and that was constructed for operating in quite a different way from that in
which we are now operating it. Our period of cost analysis, or experience in the
market for this period, is naturally from the above rather limited and possibly of
little value at this time, in that it is very necessary, as we view the Oil business, to
make all comparisons as to costs or returns on more of a complete cycle that takes
the operation through periods of storage, as well as of marketing, and through
period of ups and downs of Crude supply and price, in that the correction for all
these variables does not always respond immediately upon the change in these
items of costs.

However, in reviewing the general trend of Refined Oil prices throughout the
country during the last six months period, there have been several factors of funda-
mental importance. Most notable was the flush production of Crude Oil from the
state of California, brought on by the discovery of three new fields in the southern
part of the state, which increased the production of the State from about 320,000
barrels per day, at the beginning of 1922, to over 850,000 barrels per day in Sep-
tember 1923.

Due to this sudden increase of production the supply of Crude Oil in California
greatly exceeded the refining capacity in that section, and the surplus Oil was
moved by tanker to other sections of the country. This resulted in a surplus of
Gasoline, notwithstanding a record breaking consumption,, and prices of Gasoline
were forced down to extremely low levels.

The range in tank-wagon price in Massachusetts for the past six years has been
as follows;

Low

1918

1921

14
Pr
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The low range of 14.5 per gallon in 1923 prevailed during the latter part of the
year, due to the excess supply from California. This price did not permit the
Refiner to obtain cost for Gasoline, notwithstanding the lower Crude costs, due to
the break in Refined Oil prices being relatively greater than the reduced Crude
cost. The position of the average New England refiner operating on 30 gravity
California Crude as of December 30, 1923, is shown by exhibit “A” which indicates
that on the price structure at that time, the refiner was sustaining an average loss
of 42 cents per barrel of Crude Oil run, and in order to make his cost, it would be
necessary to have obtained an additional revenue equivalent to 3.5 cents per gallon
of Gasoline.

Since September the production of California had rapidly declined, the present
production of the State being only about 630,000 barrels per day, compared to
the production in September of over 850,000 barrels per day, or a decrease of 230,000
barrels per day. This is also borne out by the production of the entire United
States which has decreased from an average of 2,150,000 barrels per day in No-
vember, to 1,818,000barrels per day in January, a decrease of 332,000 barrels.

A recent estimate by a reputable geologist (Joseph Jennen Pacific and As-
sociated Oil Co., NPM 1/16/24) has placed the production of the State of Cali-
fornia by the end of 1924, at about 370,000 barrels per day a reduction during
1924 of 260,000 barrels per day.

During the month of January the total production of Crude in the United
States amounted to 1,818,000barrels and the United States consumption of Crude
during the same period amounted to 2,022,000 barrels, or an excess consumption
over production of 205,000 barrels in the United States, as shown by monthly
government statistics. Imports of Crude amounted to 203,000 barrels so that the
Domestic stocks were slightly reduced during January.

As compared to the decreasing Crude supply, the consumption of Petroleum
products is rapidly increasing. On January Ist, 1924, there was a total of 15,-
281,295 Motor Vehicles registered in the United States. The number of Motor
Vehicles has come to be a very accurate guide in the industry as to the consumption
of Gasoline, and a recent forecast for 1924 as made by a reputable Trade Journal
(NPM January 23, 1924) estimates the domestic consumption of Gasoline at
8.236.000. gallons, for the year of 1924,and exports are estimated at 1,000,000,000
gallons. In order to produce this quantity of Gasoline, it will be necessary to refine
704.000. barrels of Crude or 1,950,000barrels per day. It is therefore apparent
that with decreasing Crude production and the increase in consumption, that the
increases in the cost of Crude Oil since December 1923, are the direct result of
supply and demand.

The importance of Crude cost as related to the cost of Refined Oils, is indicated
by the attached exhibits which reveal that the cost of the Crude Oil represents
75% to 80% of the refiners total cost.

Since January Ist, 1924 the posted price of 30. gravity California Crude has in-
creased from 71 cents per barrel to 81.25 per barrel or an increase of 54 cents per
barrel. During the same period, the posted price of Mid-Continent 35. gravity
Crude has increased from $l.OO per barrel to $1.75 per barrel or an increase of 75
cents per barrel and Pennsylvania Crude has increased from $3.25 to $4.50 or an
increase of $1.25 per barrel.

In reviewing the situation in New England several facts should be considered.The New England states are probably more remote than any other section of theUmted States from the principal Petroleum producing fields of this country, inCalifornia and the Mid-Continent. There are no pipe-lines extending from theproducing fields to the New England section and railroads prohibit the long haul1? car ‘ therefore necessary that refineries in this section must obtaintheir Crude by water transportation. To obtain Crude from the California fields,
it is necessary that Oil be first delivered from the fields by pipe-lines to the coastand from there by tank steamer, then through Panama canal and up the Atlanticcoast to the refiner. Crude from the Mid-Continent fields must be transportedto the Gull either by pipe-line or by tank car, and from Gulf port to New Englandseaboard by tank steamer. If the refiner is unable to obtain his Crude from either
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of these sources it is necessary for him to import from Mexico Venezuela, or other
foreign fields.

In any event the New England refiner is forced to pav the posted price at thewell, and must compete in purchasing his Crude with other refiners whose plants
are located adjacent or relatively close to the source of Crude production their
delivery costs being correspondingly very low.

It can be seen that the existence of any Refinery is dependent upon its ability to
obtain a supply of Crude and the supply for a refinery dependent upon water
transportation must come from fields within economic distance from deep water.

Any one familiar with the cost of steel, building material or machinery willrealize that the investment required in refining equipment is very large. In addition
to the usual facilities, the seaboard refiner must have additional tankage for re-
ceiving Crude Oil in cargo lots, and must carry a large investment in tank cars or
barges for delivering the refined oil products.

The protection of this investment is always dependent on obtaining a supply of
Crude and with the present outlook for decreasing Crude production, the risk of
the New England refiner is especially large.

A’ review of the attached exhibit will show the effect of the changes in refined
oils as compared to the increases in Crude costs between December 30, 1923 and
March 20, 1924, as it affects the New England refiner.

Comparing exhibit “A” and “B” the increase in the cost of California crude at
the well is 54 cents per barrel and the increased tankerrates over this period bringthe total increase in therefiners’ cost up 69 cents. During this same period, Gasoline
has increased 5| cents per gallon which increases the refiners’ revenue from this
grade of Crude 67 cents per barrel. The price of the Fuel Oil has also increased,
so that the margin of profit from California Crude is somewhat improved. How-
ever, due to the fact that the Refiner was not ina position to make his cost in Decem-
ber, the increases in refined oils have still failed to offset the increased cost of his
crude, and there is an apparent loss on the present situationof 10.289 per barrel of
Crude run. In order to make up this loss a further revenue equivalent to 2.4 cents
per gallon of gasoline would be necessary.

The situation based on Mid-Continent Crude (Exhibits C and D) indicate that
the New England refiner running this grade of Oil has made no gain at all from the
increased refined prices, due to the relatively greater advance in Mid-Continent
crude.

On light Mexican Crude Oil the refiners’ loss would be about the same as Cali-
fornia crude on present prices and costs, and in order to offset this indicated loss
per barrel of crude, it would be necessary for the refiner to obtain an additional
revenue equivalent to 5.6 cents per gallon of gasoline, due to the relatively low yieldof gasoline obtained from this grade of Oil.

The New England refiner with his high investment, high cost of Crude Oil and
his position relative to the crude supply is not receiving his costs at the present
time, and in order to make a reasonable return should receive an additional 3 or 4
cents per gallon for his gasoline.

The Cities Service Refining Company as previously mentioned, is a recent entry
into this section, and is anxious to establish itself as a factor in the great industrial
activity of this section. The policies of the Company have always been those of
co-operation with the local citizens and officials, and the management here is
especially desirous of making this activity a benefit to the community in every
wav.

Employment is given at present to nearly 200 men at the plant in East Braintree,
and in the city office at 209 Washington St., Boston.

Already a considerable expenditure has been made in improving the local property,and present plans call for the addition of future extensions as conditions warrant.'
A careful analysis of the results from running California crude oil last December

at our plant indicates a considerable loss per barrel of crude run.
It has been a well known fact that flush production in the California district
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during the past year has so added to the supply both of crude and of gasoline that
the relation of these prices to costs has been very much thrown out during this
period, but as California crude supply is materially decreasing, as well as the supply
from other fields in the United States and Mexico, it is my opinion that this matter
will soon be rectified and that the tank wagon price of gasoline will have to go up
still further in the first instance to make it possible for the refineries to meet their
payrolls, pay for their crude oil, take care of depreciation of their plant and have
some profit out of the investments that they have made. In addition to this it is
quite likely that the price of the raw .material, crude oil, will materially advance and
my prediction would be that before July Ist gasoline will be in the neighborhood
of'30(1 a gallon tank wagon price. I would just like to add the thought that it is
rather advantageous to Massachusetts and the New England district to have fuel
available in that no coal is produced in this section, and to fortify its people and
its industries against railroad and coal strikes, as well as of shortage under certain
conditions of these products that it is extremely desirable to have in your midst
refineries producing fuel oil to, in part at least, help to fortify against such shortage.

In order to make fuel oil gasoline has to be made, at least from the average grade
of crude. To determine the cost of either product is almost an impossibility. To
determine the results from refining a barrel of crude oil is, of course, simply account-
ing, and all the figures that we have are predicated on the return per barrel of crude
run.

It is our opinion that the advances so far in gasoline have been caused by the
increased cost of raw material and arc at the present time not even in line with proper
cost for the commodity.

Exhibit A
New England Refiner operating on 30 Gravity California Crude, December 30, 1923.

Gallons. Price. I Value.
I

29% Gasoline 12.18 $0 08 $0 974
3% Furnace Oil

.......
1.26 05 063

15% Gas Oil 6.30 04 25250% Fuel Oil 21 00 1 35 bbl. 675
3% Loss 1.26

sl 964
Cost Crude at Well . ' . . $0 71Gatherin': and Pipe Line ......... 25Tanker Transportation

......... 85
Crude Delivered .......... $1 81Operation and Maint. 25Selling and Transportation ..... 06Overhead 07

Interest and Depre.
.......... 2()

$2 39 2 390
Loss per bbl . Re. $0 426
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Exhibit B

New England Refiner operating on 30 Gravity California Crude, March 20, 1924

Gallon Value.Pi

12.18 SO 135 SI 644Gasoline
13% Furnace Oil

15% Gas Oil .

063
6.30 045 284

21.00 1 60 bbl. 800Fuel Oil

791

SICost Crude at Well .

Gathering and Pipe Lin
Tanker Transportation

25
1 00

Crude Delivered
Operation & Maintenance
Selling & Transportation
Overhead

New England Refiner operating on36 Gravity Mid-Continent Crude, December 30,11

Cost Crude at Well .

Gathering & Pipe Lin
Tanker from Gulf
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Valin

$2 891

Valu<

0i

F

March 30,1924

1 644

March 20,1924

151
1 232

Exhibit D

New England Refiner operating on 35 Gravity Mid-Continent Crude

>9% Gasoline
Kerosene

12% Gas Oil
48% Fuel Oil

c Lc

Cost of Crude at Well
Gathering & Pipe Line
Tanker from Gulf .

Crude Delivered
Operation and Maint.
Selling & Transportation
Overhead 07

New England Refiner operating on 19-21 Gravity Mexican Crude

12% Gasoline
8% Gas Oil
7% Fuel Oil
3% Loss

Crude Cost F. O. B.Tax
Tanker From Gulf .

Crude Delivered
Operation and Maint
Selling & Transp.
Overhead

Interest& Depr.

Loss per Bbl,
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Freight Rate m East Bn

c
Springfiek
Northamr 014

014?Pittsfield
N. Adams
Greenfield
W orcester

016 J
015c
01
Oil

Athol 014
Gardner
Taunton
Fall River

012.
ooo;
009 C

New Bedford
Lowell.

010.
OK).

Newburyport 0126
, 007 C

Average .01 .t

Price Changes in Pennsylvania Cn
1923 [Bradford-Allegany Fie

Oct. 29
30

Nov. 19 iO

Dee. 17
Dec. 31

1924
J
Jan. 14
Jan. 21 4
J
I

Pr (

cDat
3 Gravity). (Tank Wagon). (Fuel Oil)

1923
1 1 bbl 1 45155

Nov. 11
Nov. 1£

145
1

1924
Jan.l4
Jan. 15

1 45
165
17536 bbl

Feb. 4
Feb. 5

1
1 25 bbl

VCh ■Continent Cri

Jan. 19th1
Below 1.15Bclo

1.401.00tc tc
40 and abovi 1.6036 tc

and over 1.75
Jan- 9th

Below Feb. 2nd1.00
Below 3C
30 to 32,

1.153,3 to 35a
36 to 38a 1.40

1.50
1,30

39 and above 9 1 GO
1.85

md over 2.00
Ma. h full

1 .25
1.45

Bel
30 t

t
Of36 t

39 and over
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EXHIBIT B.

MEMORANDUM TO RETAIL DISTRIBUTORS OF GASOLINE.

Acting on a special message of His Excellency the Governor and the recom-
elU Attorney General, the General Court ot Massachusetts classifiedmendation of the Attorney General, the (

gasoline as a necessary of life, effective at
1924). The Legislature also passed the t

of March 14, 1924 (Chapter 99, Acts of
flowing Order:

saries of Life is hereby requested to investi-
in this Commonwealth, and report to the

acts concerning said rises in price, together
to determine. The said commission shall
anion will remedy any abuses which it may

That the special Commission on the Neces
gate the recent rises in the price of gasoline
General Court on or before May first such 1
with the causes therefor, as it may be able
also make such recommendations as in its o]

<

find to exist

ascertain and advise the General CourtIt is the duty of the Commission tc
whether or not the citizens of Massachusetts are being treated fairly and efficiently
served in the distribution of gasoline, as well as to determine and advise the Legis-
lature the reasons for the rapid rise in the price of gasoline, which took place in

January, 1924. ,

The Commission hopes that it may receive your prompt co-operation, and that
rof summons to secure facts. A blankit will not be necessary to invoke the pov.

questionnaire is enclosed herewith, whicl
without delay.

kindly fill out and return to this office
Eugene C. Hultma

Chairman

Room 313, State 'House, Boston, Mass
March 29, 1924

npsp Please fill out and return Questionnaire without delay. It is
important that this information be received by this office by
April Bth, 1924.

;i) Prices paid and charged for gasoline.

Specify grade of gasoline dealt in. If you deal in more than one grade, give infor-
mation about each grade.
(a) What did you pay for gasoline, Jan. 1, 1924? per gallon.u ncvu VJ.IV4. juu puj

-----
•

i

What did you charge for gasoline, Jan. 1, 1924?. per gallon.
Give dates and changes in purchase and selling prices since Jan. 1, 1924.

Changes in Sales Pr\Changes in Purchase ?

March 29, 1924

SPECIAL COMMISSION ON THE NECESSARIES OF LIFE.

(d) Give cost and selling prices on April 1, 1924
Cost: per gallon
Cost .... per gallon

per gallon
per gallon

■lling price
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(2) From whom do you purchase gasoline?
Name
Name
Name

Address
Address
Address

(3) What do you figure as your cost of handling gasoline?
Cost of doing business per gallon
Net profit per gallon

(4) Practices in regard to the distribution of gasoline?
(а) Do you own or lease the pumps and other

apparatus used in your gasoline business?
(б) If leased, what is furnished, by whom and how much rental do you pay?

(c) Have you any contract, expressed or implied, to
sell only one brand of gasoline through your pumps?

(d) Do you give discounts from the regular retail price to certain customers?
If so, how much reduction do you give, and what percentage of your sales does it
represent?

(5) Description of gasoline business carried on at location to which this
Questionnaire is sent:

(a) How many gallons of gasoline did you sell in 1923? gallons
( b ) How many gallons of gasoline did you sell

from January Ist to April Ist, 1924? gallons.
(c) How many pumps have you?
(id ) What is the capacity of your gasoline storage? gallons.
( e ) How long have you been in the gasoline business?
(/) Do you handle gasoline and oil exclusively, or is gasoline a side-line connected with

a garage or other business?

(g) Did you make or lose in handling gasoline and other
petroleum products in 1923? How much?

Remarks

Give any information which you think would be of assistance to the Commission in
making the investigation ordered by the General Court.

Name

Addre

Date
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Crude Oil United States.1

[ln barrels of 42 gallons]

q ~,p . v Demand. CrudebcppLY - Stocks on
"' Hand at End

Imports. Total. Distribution. Exports. Total. of Period. 2Y AR.

Produ

948 446 000 17 809 000 266 255,000 261,692,000 4,630,000 266,322,000 152,934,000
101 l 965*763 000 17*247*000 283 010,000 261,293,000 2,970,000 264,263,000 165,550,00010l- 981* 04 000 18 140*000 299 244,000 290,772,000 3,768,000 294,540,000 174,185,000
o? 300767000 20570000 321 337,000 324 192 000 4,096,000 328,288,000 172,852,0001017 335*316*000 30 127 000 365 443 000 378 317,000 4,098,000 382,415,000 154,314,000aU -Sm 37 736 000 393 664!000 412 2731000 4,901,000 417,174,000 128,311,000

1910 378'367*000 52*822*000 431,189,000 420,462,000 6,019,000 426,481,000 127,867,000
i49Q90 00 106*175000 549 104 000 530,532,000 8,757,000 539,289,000 145,670,000Q9? tra’lls'ooo 125 364 000 597 547 000 526;032;000 S&O.OOO 534,972,000 213,175,000

1999 557*531*000 127**308*000 684,839,000 592,442,000 10,153,000 602,595,000 288,535,000
1923 725;702;000 82,016,000 807:717:000 710,739,000 17,400,000 728,139.000 j 366.312,000

1924
,270,000 3,215,000 124,485,000 371,909,000111,482,000 12,814,000 124,296,000 12

Source United States Geological Survey & Bureau of Mines.
These stocks on hand include some crude oil not reported in production 6;

EXHIBIT D.
United Slates Gasoline Statistics. 1

[ln gallons]

1918

Supply. Demand.
Production .

.
. . 3,570,312,963 Domestic Demand . . . 3,129,266,347

nlin plus
Imports 12,899,330 Exports _J)68,875,816^

Total 3,583,212,313 Total 3,698,142,163

In 1918 the total demand for gasoline exceeded the supply by 114,929,850 gals.
During the year gasoline on hand stocks decreased from 412,256,833 gals, on

January Ist to 297,326,983 gals, on December 31st.

1919

DeSupply. Demand.
Production

.... 3,957,857,097 Domestic Demand . - . 3,434,812,486
plus plusImports 8,520,169 Exports 382,098,332

Total 3,966,377,260 Total 3,816,910,818

In 1919 the total supply of gasoline exceeded the demand by 149,466,448 gals.
During the year gasoline on hand stocks increased from 297,326,983 gals, on

January Ist to 446,793,431 gals, on December 31st.

EXHIBIT C.

Source United States Bureau of Mine
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J

I

J,

i

Pr

J,

4'

i
Is. on

5 gal
gals.

a
als. on

1

1 sal;
als. on

In 1920 the total supply of gasoline exceeded the demand by 15,588,406
During the year gasoline on hand stocks increased from 446,793,431
,nuary Ist to 462,381,837 gals, on December 31st.

1321

D.
153,549,318 Domestic Demand . . . 4,516,027,256

.1plus
37,816,004 Expc

TTotal

In 1921 the total supply of gasoline exceeded the demandbi' 123,705,29.
During the year gasoline on hand stocks increased from 462,381,837
anuary Ist to 586,087,132 gals, on December 31st.

1923

L
Domestic De45,14:due

plus

li4:191,31

Total747Total

In 1923 the total supply of gasoline exceeded the demand by 191,106,78!
During the year gasoline on hand stocks increased from 883,792,861
anuary Ist to 1,074,899,650 gals, on December 31st.

United Stales Gasoline Statistics Con.

In 1922 the total supply of gasoline exceeded the demand by 297,705,72
During the year gasoline on hand stocks increased from 586,087,132
anuary Ist to 883,792,861 gals, on December 31st.
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United States Gasoline Statistics Con
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